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 Hey! I'm David, cofounder of zkSecurity and the author of the Real-World Cryptography book. I was previously a crypto architect at O(1) Labs (working on the Mina cryptocurrency), before that I was the security lead for Diem (formerly Libra) at Novi (Facebook), and a security consultant for the Cryptography Services of NCC Group. This is my blog about cryptography and security and other related topics that I find interesting.
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How does PLONK work? Part 9: Our final protocol! (Without the copy constraints)
 posted August 2021

In this ninth video, I explain what polynomial commitment schemes are as well as their API. I also mention the Kate polynomial commitment scheme (KZG), based on pairings, and bootle/bulletproof types of polynomial commitments schemes, based on inner products.


Part 10 is here. Check the full series here.

 comment on this story


How does PLONK work? Part 8: A polynomial dance
 posted August 2021

In this eighth video, I explain how the prover and the verifier can perform a "polynomial dance" in order to construct the circuit polynomial $f$. The principle is simple: the prover doesn't want to leak information about the private inputs and the intermediary values in the circuit, and the verifier doesn't want to give the prover too much freedom in the way they construct the circuit polynomial $f$.


Part 9 is here. Check the full series here.

 comment on this story


How does PLONK work? Part 7: A sketch protocol with our polynomial
 posted August 2021

In this seventh video, I explain how we use our circuit polynomial $f$ in a protocol between a prover and a verifier to prove succinctly that $f$ vanishes on a number of specified points.


Stay tuned for part 9... Part 8 is here. Check the full series here.

 comment on this story


How does PLONK work? Part 6: From constraint systems to polynomials
 posted August 2021

In this sixth video, I explain the compilation, or even compression, of a set of equations into a single polynomial. That polynomial represents all of our constraints, as long as it vanishes in an agreed set of points. With a polynomial in hand, we will be able to create a protocol with our polynomial-based proof system.


Part 7 is here. Check the full series here.

 comment on this story


How does PLONK work? Part 5: From arithmetic circuits to constraint systems
 posted August 2021

In this fifth video, I explain how we can "compile" an arithmetic circuit into something PLONK can understand: a constraint system. Specifically, a PLONK-flavored constraint system, which is a series of equations that must if equal to zero correctly describe our program (or circuit).


Part 6 is here. Check the full series here.

 comment on this story


How does PLONK work? Part 4: From programs to arithmetic circuits
 posted August 2021

In this fourth video, I explain the "arithmetization" of our program into so-called arithmetic circuits. You can see this as "encoding" programs into math, so that we can use cryptography on them.


Part 5 is here. Check the full series here.

 comment on this story


How does PLONK work? Part 3: Starting with the end: polynomials
 posted August 2021

In this third video, I start by explaining what the protocol will use at the end: polynomials. It'll give you a glimpse as to what direction we'll be taking when we transform our program into something we can prove.


Part 4 is here. Check the full series here.

 comment on this story


How does PLONK work? Part 2: An overview
 posted August 2021

In this second video, I give some intuition on how to think about zero-knowledge proof systems, with the example of proving the solution of a sudoku, then I give an overview of what I'll explain in this series of video.


Part 3 is here. Check the full series here.

 comment on this story
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My book Real-World Cryptography is finished and shipping! You can purchase it here.




If you don't know where to start, you might want to check these popular articles:

	- Zero'ing memory, compiler optimizations and memset_s
	- QUIC Crypto and simple state machines
	- A New Public-Key Cryptosystem via Mersenne Numbers
	- Proof of Elgamal's semantic security using a reduction to DDH
	- Speed and Cryptography
	- How did length extension attacks made it into SHA-2?
	- TLS, Pre-Master Secrets and Master Secrets





Here are the latest links posted:

	06 Apr National Security Agency (Nsa) Tales Of The Krypt (Kryptos Society Newsletters) 1994-2003
	07 Sep Inner Product Argument (Ipa) And A Polynomial Commitment Scheme
	05 Sep Getting Apples, Bananas Or Cherries From Hash Functions
	08 Aug Few Questions Answered About Plonk
	31 May Sha-3 Buffer Overflow (Part 2)


You can also suggest a link.
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Thanks for reading! Need to tell me something? Contact me





